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Non-Fiction – Politics

PUTIN
CHRIS HUTCHINS
with Alexander Korobko

e

+ book
Putin is the highly personal biography of Russia’s leader – a man many regard as the world’s
most interesting politician – and is the result of six years of research by the authors. Chris
Hutchins is a highly successful investigative journalist and much-published author of
biographies. Alexander Korobko is a London-based Russian journalist and television producer
with the kind of connections in his homeland that made publication of this epic book possible.
Putin’s stunning ability as a politician – he had never even stood for office until President Yeltsin
made him head of the government in 1999 – took many by surprise. A British diplomat who
travelled to St Petersburg with Tony Blair to meet the then-President elect describes in detail
how Putin completely outwitted the British Prime Minister who was, until that moment,
regarded as the elder statesman. In just eight years he rescued his country from financial ruin
(a feat the experts had predicted could not be done in less than forty) and in doing so saved
the nation’s pride.
But this book is about the man, not just the politician. Who are his friends? What makes him
laugh? What has made him cry? How rich is he? What has his wife got to say about him? What
are his real views on the oligarchs? Who does he turn to in times of trouble?
Putin leaves no stone unturned. Intelligent books about him have been few and far between
because, of all the world leaders, the man his friends call Vlad has managed to remain a mystery.
1st March 2012
9781780881140
£20.00
Hardback

Released in March to coincide with Putin’s
reappointment as President of Russia, this book goes
some way to revealing the man behind the enigma.
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Non-Fiction – Politics

HOSPITAL BEAT
Jonathan Nicholas
Have you ever thought your local hospital might be haunted? Did
you know the police are sometimes called upon to deal with
thieving patients, dishonest staff, and even medical professionals
with strange and disturbing sexual habits? Did you know hospitals
are regularly and ruthlessly targeted by unscrupulous thieves? All
this and more is probably happening in your local hospital, but so
far you have been blissfully unaware. Until now! PC Jonathan
Nicholas, a serving police officer, has worked an inner-city hospital
beat for six years. He has decided to reveal some of the incidents
he has dealt with and has collected them together in this book.
Weird, shocking, moving, and often amusing, these incidents are a
fictional tale based on real incidents and real people.

e

+ book

“His stories should be heard by the public.”
Nottingham Evening Post

Published: 1st November 2011
ISBN: 9781848767546
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

HOWARD AND SON
REBELS OF A KIND
John Gritten
Howard Gritten’s political career took off with the unseating of a
powerful millionaire MP after a petition to Parliament exposed
election shenanigans like those of Sam Weller in Pickwick Papers.
Howard became an MP despite the express order of his party leader
not to stand and Conservative Central Office supporting his
opponent. Explicit details of his bizarre domestic life, unknown to his
far-away constituents, are revealed in this remarkable story by his son.
‘The remarkable aspect of John Gritten’s biography of his
father is the quality of the author’s writing style and
research... Gritten weaves into this immense tapestry a
personal story that is both poignant and full of quiet pathos.’
Geoffrey Goodman, author of From Bevan to Blair
3

Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880631
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Politics

CRIME PAYS

REFLECTIONS FROM THE FRONT
LINE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Mike Welham
Crime Pays is the reflections of a Justice of the Peace
who, having spent 16 years on the front line of criminal justice, is
not slow in courting controversy. There are few books that openly
challenge the criminal justice system from an insider’s perspective.
Crime Pays thus offers a unique insight into a JP’s view on the real
impact crime is having on society. Mike Welham’s views are critical
and damning of government failures. The book provides a flavour,
sometimes humorous, other times frustrating, of cases which Mike
has sat on and demonstrates the impact that crime has on us all.
Published: 3 January 2012
ISBN: 9781780880013
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

Featured on Newstalk Radio
By the same author: The Crabb Enigma (9781848763821, £9.99)

CASTRO AND
STOCKMASTER
A LIFE IN REUTERS
Michael Nelson

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767768
Price: £13.95
Binding: Hardback

Michael Nelson was General Manager of Reuters. He was one of
the principal architects of Reuters development of computerised
financial information, which caused a revolution in world markets.
Castro and Stockmaster is Michael’s fascinating memoir, and covers
his time with Reuters when he travelled throughout the world and
met many heads of state. The most extraordinary meeting was the
night he and his wife spent in Havana with Fidel Castro, President
of Cuba, which had a remarkable dénouement, recounted here for
the first time.
Profits from the sale of this book will go to the charity SOS Children,
Pakistan.
4
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Non-Fiction – Politics

SHOW ME
THE
PRISONER
AND I’LL SHOW YOU A
YOUNG MAN

e

+ book

Patricia Farren

Show Me the Prisoner is written from the perspective of a prison teacher who later served on the
prison monitoring body. It covers a 15-year period of involvement in two of Northern Ireland’s
prisons during the troubles, when terrorists hogged the limelight.
They met in prison where she taught classes. Now estranged from his family, the young man had
spent most of his life either in care or in one or other of Northern Ireland’s prisons. She set out
to help him. He knuckled down and achieved a university place. Time done, he could move on.
But was it all too good to be true? ‘Hah,’ predicted a prison officer, ‘If yous teachers think yous
are going to change any of them boys, let me tell you...’
Headlines appeared in newspapers and on radio branding him ‘Ulster’s most feared prisoner’,
predicting that one day Charlie Conlon would kill somebody. ‘Hannibal’, they dubbed him.
Convinced he was the victim of institutional racism and sectarianism, Charlie believed he was
guilty only of the rage of the powerless and the downtrodden. Witnessing how the system
treated him, did he have a point?
A meeting with his mother and brother and an internet search for relatives in the USA threw
interesting new light on his father’s tour in Vietnam. It was then that his mother became evasive.
On her deathbed mother and son were reconciled, and for the first time Charlie learned his true
identity. But was it all too late?
Patricia Farren’s story has been covered in
The Irish News, and by RTÉ and the TV3 Morning
Show with Martin and Sybil
5

Published: 1st November 2011
ISBN: 9781780880518
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Economics

TAMING THE
POUND
MAKING MONEY YOUR
SERVANT, NOT YOUR
MASTER

Kim Stephenson
e

+ book
Taming the Pound tells you everything you always wanted to know about handling your money.
The book is designed to help you gain control of your money, instead of it controlling you.
Whether you want to be able to talk about money with your partner, determine what you
really want from your money, understand your spending habits or simply get a sense of
financial control, Taming the Pound is a must read for creating success in life and work during
the post credit crunch years.
Using his unique experience as a qualified financial advisor, chartered and registered
occupational psychologist, and qualified coach, author Kim Stephenson uses his consultancy
experience to help people who want to get rid of their money worries and enjoy their lives.
Using straightforward language, humour, cartoons and mixing current research with
experience and anecdote, Taming the Pound provides the ultimate ‘what you need to know’
guide for the person who does not have knowledge of, or interest in, complex finance. It
explains both the real workings of the marketplace and the social and psychological influences
at work on you when it comes to finances.
So how do you make sensible decisions about finances and make money work for you? Read
this practical, inspirational book, and then lend it to your bank manager!

1st December 2011
9781848767522
£14.99
Paperback

Kim is media commentator whose views regularly
appear in the tabloids and financial press. Recent
coverage includes BBC News 24, The Daily Mail,
Reuters.com and Moneyextra.com.
6
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Non-Fiction – Travel

SURFACE MALE
ROUND THE WORLD WITHOUT FLYING
John Barclay

This light-hearted travel memoir poses a serious question: in a
world alarmed by climate change, how easy is it to go long distances
without relying on fuel-guzzling aeroplanes?
Surface Male is the true story of John Barclay’s challenge to travel
around the world, doing as much as possible by land and none at all
by air. In a journey that took half a year, crossing three oceans, four
continents and 23 countries – by passenger liner, container ship,
freighter, motorboat, train, bus, tram, trolleybus, minibus, truck,
motorcar, taxi, tuk tuk, motorbike and on foot – not a drop of
aviation fuel was consumed.

Published: 3rd January 2012
ISBN: 9781848767928
Price: £16.00
Binding: Hardback

CANOEING THE
CONGO
Phil Harwood
Canoeing the Congo narrates the journey of Phil Harwood, who
undertook an epic five-month solo attempt to canoe the Congo
River in war-torn Central Africa. Just short of 3,000 miles long, the
Congo River is the eighth longest in the world and the deepest
river in the world, with a flow rate second only to the Amazon.
Along the way, Phil encountered numerous waterfalls, huge rapids,
man-eating crocodiles, hippos, aggressive snakes and spiders’ webs
the size of houses. He faced endemic corruption, was arrested,
intimidated, bullied, chased and he received numerous death
threats. He also collapsed from malaria. It was an exhilarating,
terrifying and wonderful journey but Phil managed to survive,
despite the odds, to tell his story.
7

Published: 1st January 2012
ISBN: 9781780880075
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Travel

SEARCHING FOR
THE FINMEN
AN UNPLANNED JOURNEY IN
HOMAGE TO THE KAYAK
Norman Rogers

Published: 1 March 2012
ISBN: 9781780880778
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

In the early 1700s an Inuk paddling a traditional Greenland kayak
landed, alone and exhausted, on a beach near Aberdeen and died
three days later. His kayak and hunting gear can still be seen today
in the local Anthropological Museum. The idea that a man could
have made the journey from Greenland to the north-east coast of
Scotland with a tiny boat made from skin, bone and driftwood is
difficult to comprehend, but it did happen. Searching for the Finmen
describes Norman’s researches into the history and culture of the
Inuit, with particular reference to their mastery of the sea by means
of the kayak.

CONSTANTINOPLE
AND ISTANBUL
72 YEARS OF LIFE IN TURKEY
Sidney E. P. Nowill OBE

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767911
Price: £21.00
Binding: Paperback

The book gives a colourful collection of fascinating personal memoirs.
In the early 70s, Sidney became an External Economic Advisor to the
Shell group of companies in Turkey and was frequently sought for his
advice on Turkey’s financial affairs by people ranging from Prime
Minister Süleyman Demirel to ‘workshop’ meetings in the World
Economic Forum.
“A fascinating account of life in Turkey during a time of transition.”
Sir John Jennings, Former Chairman, Shell
8
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Non-Fiction – Travel

THE REALM
OF THE
DESERT
ELEPHANT
Chris Wildblood
The Realm of the Desert Elephant is a magical photographic journey through Namibia’s harsh,
enchanted and unforgiving lands.
The Realm of the Desert Elephant is the stunning record of Chris Wildblood’s wonderful journeys
through the Kunene region in Northwest Namibia, one of the last true wilderness areas of SubSaharan Africa. This spectacular book captures not only the elusive desert elephants in their
natural habitat, but explores the ancient lands of Kaokoland and Damaraland. These two very
contrasting areas are the home of a huge diversity of wonderful wildlife, from the dung beetles
and mopani moths to the black rhino, giraffes and, of course, the elephants majestically patrolling
the riverbeds and eking out a living in this often merciless environment. The Realm of the Desert
Elephant also explores the lives of the semi-nomadic Himba people.
Every photograph was taken by Chris specifically for this book and superbly illustrates the vast
variety of the landscapes and wildlife of the area. The book includes wonderful aerial
photography to further demonstrate the rich diversity of
Published: 3rd January 2012
the region.
ISBN: 9781848767690
Price: £35.00
The Realm of the Desert Elephant is a stunning tribute to
Binding: Hardback
the beauty of this wonderful and unique region.

9
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Non-Fiction – Cooking

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
A COMBINATION OF LIFE,
KARATE, COOKING AND
DISABILITY

David Croft
Food for Thought shows how David Croft, in the face of much adversity, rebuilt his life in a way
he never thought possible after a diving accident. David, who previously worked as a chef at the
Savoy and Churchill hotels in London, documents the highs and lows of his life, often in a
humorous manner, and includes a recipe section, to which some of the best chefs in Britain have
contributed. Gary Rhodes, Marco Pierre White, Gordon Ramsay and Gino D A’campo,
amongst others, have contributed their own recipes, accompanied by mouthwatering pictures.
In a ‘Dinner Party’ section of the book, David also highlights the achievements of 10 other
sporting tetraplegics, some of whom lead extremely remarkable lives despite being paralysed,
with each choosing their ideal guests for a dinner party. The book will also educate the
hospitality industry about catering for disabled diners leading up to the 2012 Olympics and in
the future. Ticky Donovan OBE 9th Dan wrote a foreward for the book, with the celebrity chef
Brian Turner CBE providing an afterword.
The book, which has been supported by a number of companies, and in turn is supporting the
charities Hospitality Action (registered charity number 1101083) and Regain: The Trust for
Sports Tetraplegics (registered charity number 1030693). Hospitality Action provides support
to those in crisis who have worked within hospitality in the UK, while Regain improves the
independence of men and women who have become tetraplegic as a result of a sports injury.

1st January 2012
9781780880259
£14.99
Paperback

Featured in Disability Magazine.
David has also recently been nominated as an
Olympic torch bearer for the 2012 Olympics.
10
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Non-Fiction – Theatre

EDY WAS
A LADY
Ann Rachlin
e

+ book
Edith Craig (1869-1947), illegitimate, lesbian, suffragette, was the most extraordinary
contributor to British Theatre of her time. As an actor on stage and in silent movies, she was
also a brilliant costume designer, costume maker, stage producer, director and fencing expert.
As she worked and toured throughout the UK and USA with her mother, world famous actress
Dame Ellen Terry and Sir Henry Irving, her memoirs throw light on that iconic theatrical
partnership, illuminating in a most colourful way the magic that gripped audiences everywhere.
Not only did she meet and work with other illustrious names of the day including Sarah
Bernhardt, Lillie Langtry, George Bernard Shaw, Alfred Lord Tennyson, J.M. Barrie, Thomas
Beecham, Richard D’Oyly Carte, Queen Alexandra, King George V, but she also lived her
personal life in a ménage à trois.
Edy began dictating her memoirs soon after Ellen Terry died in 1928 and revised them after the
Second World War, just before she died in 1947. Now the memoirs are ready for all to read,
complete with a lavish colourful collection of 64 rare photos and illustrations. Edy was a Lady is
a fabulous feast of recollections from one who for so long lived happily in the shadow of her
mother, but is now in the spotlight in her own right.
“Edy was a Lady will appeal to anyone interested in the theatre: actors, directors,
playwrights, critics and also audiences.”
Sir Michael Holroyd, A Strange Eventful History, The Dramatic Lives of Ellen Terry, Henry Irving and
their Remarkable Families
Editor’s Pick in The Bookseller
Launched at the British Film Institute in
November 2011
11

1st December 2011
9781780880129 (PB)
9781848768055 (HB)
£9.95 (PB) £16.99 (HB)
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Non-Fiction – Memoir

THE GIRL
NOBODY WANTS
A SHOCKING TRUE STORY
OF CHILD ABUSE IN IRELAND
Lilly O’Brien

Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880334
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

The shocking true story of an innocent girl abused by the very
people who said they would take good care of her. Lily’s family
began the path to her destruction, they used and abused her, but
they never ever wanted or loved her. The little girl was sexually
physically and emotionally abused by many people around her who
were able to hide behind the security of Ireland’s Catholic Churchrun institutions. She also suffered at the hands of other people
around them who they called their friends. You only get one
chance to live your life as a child, but Lily was never given that
chance; her childhood was taken from her before it ever begun.

LEST I FORGET:
A CHEQUERED LIFE
Rafe Bates

e

+ book

Lest I Forget could be described as a very different sort of memoir.
Rafe Bates has lived a full, adventurous and varied life in widely
divergent countries and circumstances and he brings his
extraordinary experiences vividly to life in his straightforward,
readable and intimate style.

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848766518
Price: £14.99
Binding: Hardback

It is a personal and candid account, laced with humour and
sometimes with great sadness. Rafe’s deep instinctive affinity with
our natural world, his life-long love of remote places and the logical
conclusions he forms as a result of his wide experiences come
through.
12
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Fiction

THE GOLDEN PIG
and

REVENGE OF
THE RED SQUARE
The Penny Brothers
THE GOLDEN PIG
When inept private investigator Hymie Goldman is hired to find the
golden pig, he little suspects he will be embarking on a journey fraught
with danger, beset by blonde bombshells and terrorised by a Triads
turf war. Armed only with a stubborn streak and the desire to stay
one step ahead of his creditors, he pursues the case to the very edge
of his reason and beyond. Can he hope to succeed? Will he live to tell
the tale? Join Hymie on a gripping and hilarious odyssey through the
surreal streets of an alternative North London, and one thing is almost
certain – Hendon will never seem the same again.

Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880679
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

REVENGE OF THE RED SQUARE
In the world of Hymie Goldman, failed electrician cum defective
detective, nothing is ever as it seems. Hired by a man with no face to
find a man with no name, he soon becomes embroiled in a bitter feud
between two rival organisations intent in destroying each other and
the planet. Can he save the world? Will he ever get anywhere with the
luscious Ruby? And where did he leave that Quark bomb? These are
just some of the questions he will surely never answer. A fast and
furious comedy classic, Revenge of the Red Square is the hilarious sequel
to The Golden Pig, and is a comic tour de force.
“I fell in love with Hymie Goldman within the first few pages. His
story is funny, exciting and touching all at the same time. I found
myself laughing and yet felt engrossed, and I have to admit that I
allowed myself a breath of relief when I realised that as a detective
Hymie Goldman has a lot to learn from Hercule Poirot.”
David Suchet OBE
‘Lovereading’ Debut of the Month:
"This is one of those titles we love to discover on Lovereading
and pass the word on about. A brilliantly funny detective novel
from two new authors - the Penny Brothers. Funny, sharp, actionpacked and quirky, follow the hapless Hymie Goldman as he
reluctantly takes on his new role, as detective, in what will
hopefully be the first part of a long-running series."
13

Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880686
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

DOWN IN THE WOODS
NOT A NICE PLACE TO DIE
Gary Philpott
A fast-moving crime thriller with an interesting blend of human
struggle, murder and licentiousness. It revolves around the lives of
two women from different countries, and at opposite ends of the
social spectrum, but it is also the story of the hunt for a serial killer.

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767959
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Lady Felicity Wilkinson is rich, loves horse riding, and wants for
nothing, except an affair or two. Her problems begin when she is
out riding with her lover, Phillip, and she discovers a dead woman
tied to a tree. Not only is she now embroiled in a murder
investigation, but the true nature of the man she is having an affair
with is exposed...
By the same author: The Spanish Hotel (9781848764620, £6.99)

PAPER DREAMS
Phyllis J. Burton

e

+ book
An unusual read, which plays with the reader’s emotions. It covers
family sorrow, obsessions, inheritance, greed, dreams, nightmares,
and attempted murder. But above all, it is a story of people’s lives,
their loves and how they eventually overcome adversity.

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767898
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Take a recipe for disaster… Start with an illicit love affair in 1952,
add a painful parting and three deaths in 1953. Leave to settle until
2009. Then add a crumbling mansion (Epton Hall), which harbours a
scandalous secret... Gradually combine young librarian Katie
Nicholson – an incurable romantic trying to get over a failed love
affair. Sprinkle a few daydreams, hundreds of books and stir until
well mixed.
14
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Fiction

A THOUSAND BLUE
e

+ book

Stuart Finnie

It's a crisp, clear Halloween evening. Usually, she would make the
journey home by bus or by car, but tonight she is glad to be on foot.
The walk gives her the time to wonder how he might react; the time
to enjoy the excitement of the news she is about to share; the time
to look at the world through different eyes.
She smiles as a group of costumed children scamper past, and she
thinks of him once more. The next few hours, she knows, will be
when their life together truly begins.
A Thousand Blue is the story of a girl's life, of the events and people
who shaped her, and of the memories that made her.

Published: 1st April 2012
ISBN: 9781780880983
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

MEETING LYDIA
e

+ book

Linda MacDonald

Marianne Hayward is hormonally unhinged. The first
seven years of her education were spent at a boys’ prep school,
where she was bullied by Barnaby Sproat and his gang. Only one
boy was never horrible to her: the clever and enigmatic Edward
Harvey, on whom she developed her first crush. Now 46, her
childhood insecurities resurface and her marriage begins to slide.
She joins Friends Reunited, which results in both fearful and
nostalgic memories of prep school as Marianne wonders what has
become of the bullies and of Edward Harvey. The answer to all her
problems could lie in finding Edward again...
“A book about childhood bullying, midlife crises, obsession, jealousy
and the ever-growing trend of internet relationships. It will appeal
to fans of adult fiction and those interested in the dynamics and
psychology of relationships.’’ shazjera.blogspot.com

15

Published: 1st September 2011
ISBN: 9781848767126
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

SEEKING
Jon Beattiey

Published: 1st October 2011
ISBN: 9781848767447
Price: £13.50
Binding: Paperback

Jones, a twenty-something young man with a English Degree from
Cambridge, is drifting through an undemanding existence when two
interconnected happenings set him on a path to an uncertain future.
Seeking the answer to the dilemmas involves him with other
women and with a magical, strange, incomprehensible connection
through thought with Lucy. Nearly swept away in a suffocating
relationship with an older woman, only Lucy’s immense clarity of
mind pulls him back from disaster, but subsequent events bring
another powerful twist to his fortunes. The story follows talented
Lucy in her rise to musical stardom as she tells of her own mental
complexities, yearning for support in far-off Salzburg, interwoven
with Jones’s expressions for help and quest for clarity of mind.
By the same author: Twelve Girls (9781906510947, £8.25); Apple Girl
(9781905886623, £8.99); Trig Point (9781848761216, £8.25); Windblow
(9781848762428, £9.99); Benchmark (9781848765283, £9.99)

MURDER ON PAGE ONE
Ian Simpson

e

+ book

A serial killer is targeting London literary agents... Led by the oldfashioned and slobbish ‘Inspector No’ and aided by crime author
Lavinia Lenehan, DS Flick Fortune and DC Bagawath Chandavarkar
(‘Baggo’) narrow down their suspects, all entrants in the Debut
Dagger crime writing competition.

Published: 1st March 2012
ISBN: 9781780880624
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

As the detectives work through their bizarre list of wannabe
authors, literary agents continue to meet grisly ends. Sinister
Russians and a Polish prostitute muddy the waters. As Baggo, who
has fallen for one of the suspects, is left behind in London, he
makes progress on his own. The other characters have gathered at
a writers’ retreat in Pitlochry. The body count continues to rise as
the story reaches its climax at an historic beauty spot, The Soldier’s
Leap...
16
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Fiction

SEASON OF SID
e

+ book

Nasser Hashmi

Season of Sid tells the story of Sid Karim, the first Asian football star
in the Premier League, who is visited by his mentor Ibrahim ‘Gerd’
Mullah, and handed a strange gift: a hand-stitched football with a
secret code. Sid puts the gift into his bag and thinks nothing more of
it – he’s got more important things on his mind, like playing for his
team, creating chances and scoring goals.
But when the two men meet again, in a ghoulish, empty stadium,
Mullah tells Sid that he is dying and he has one final wish: he wants
Sid to marry his daughter. But Sid thinks these arrangements are
absurd and medieval. He’s climbed to the top of the ladder of
liberation and he’s not coming down any time soon. But when he
eventually meets Mullah’s daughter, his feelings begin to change...

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767744
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

BANANA PIER
e

+ book

Alex Chisholm

Banana Pier is a pacey and disturbing novel set in the final frenzied
days of Soviet communism. Moral ambiguities which underpin our
society are revealed in a story of complex characters and unexpected
links between Scotland, the Soviet Union and Northern Ireland.
The action switches between Scotland and the USSR where former
Gordon Highlander, Coulthard, is introduced to small-time criminals
Zhdanov and Dolgoruky, recent associates of computer expert and
artist Alexei Grigoryev. Coulthard is purchasing ‘scrap’ hardware
from disillusioned Soviet military officers but where are the weapons
headed – and what has Coulthard got to do with the UK
government?
17

Published: 1st January 2012
ISBN: 9781780880143
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

NO PRETENDER
The Tale of a Modern Day Hero

Kate McGregor

e

+ book
1746
A determined Charles Edward Stuart wins back the Crown of Scotland for his father with a
resounding victory at Culloden. Scotland, after many years of English domination, is a free
country again.
1991
Almost 250 years later, Scotland is still an independent nation and the descendants of Bonnie
Prince Charlie are still on the throne. But that independence is threatened yet again by the
machinations of a power-crazed Russian billionaire who plans to secure the crown for his own
grandson and will stop at nothing to achieve his evil ends. Enter James Stuart, the man most
Scots regard as the true heir to the throne. Cast aside at a young age by the establishment into
which he was born, he has carved a comfortable new life for himself as a sports hero and allround sex god.
However, with the untimely death of the king, fate has now conspired to bring James back to
the centre of Scottish political life. Considered a threat by the Russian, the popular and
charismatic Prince James is forced to flee for his life. On the eve of the Coronation of the new
king, James returns in a last-ditch attempt to try to free his country from the Russian’s control.

1st December 2011
9781848767485
£7.99
Paperback

With a small band of devoted followers, he fights back,
risking his whole future, his fortune and his life for his
country. A fun, racy read, No Pretender will appeal to
fans of adult and gay fiction.
18
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Fiction

KABUL GOLD
A DAN TEMPLE ADVENTURE

e

+ book

Darren Rodell

It’s perhaps the perfect crime, undetected and untraceable – or is it?
When on a routine observation, SAS officer Dan Temple sees three
giant red trucks on the mountain roads of the Hindu Kush, but he
doesn’t realise that his report has set into motion a chain of events
that will threaten his life, and the lives of those he loves.
Following an assignment which leaves him disillusioned by his brutal
career, Daniel retires to his newly purchased farm in Buckhorn
Abbas to live in peace. He starts a normal life and a romance with
psychology lecturer Caroline Ranger. All seems calm, until his life is
shattered by the assassination squad hired by Abbas Abdul Malik,
the multi-billionaire owner of AAM industries...

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767812
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

THE FURNESS SECRET
e

+ book

Mark Williams

A firefight deep in Helmand Province, Afghanistan,
irrevocably joins together the stories of two young men fighting on
opposite sides of this vicious conflict. Neither realise that the
outcome will be the revelation of a centuries old secret with far
reaching implications.
Three teenagers, two boys and a girl, all with troubled childhoods.
An old ruin which reeks of history and intrigue. A young toddler
who is in urgent need of help. A secret buried for thousands of
years. This is the backdrop against which The Furness Secret is set.
Three strands of narrative are interwoven across the centuries –
from biblical Palestine, through medieval France, to the gritty reality
of life, in a modern post industrial town, in the north west of
England.
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Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880303
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction

DEVILS WITH
WINGS: SILK
DROP
THE GREEN DEVILS’
INVASION OF CRETE
Harvey Black

e

+ book

This exciting fictionalised retelling of the invasion of Crete is written by an author with
extensive experience in army intelligence. It’s the follow up to Devils With Wings and continues
the wartime adventures of Fallschirmjager paratrooper Paul Brand and his Feldwebel Max
Grun.
On a high after their successful subjugation of Fort Eben Emael, Paul Brand, now in command
of his own company, and Feldwebel Max Grun, are parachuted into Greece to help capture the
bridge spanning the Corinth Canal.
Tough times are ahead when the German High Command decide to invade the Island of Crete.
This will be the first ever airborne invasion in military history. The Fallschirmjager, supported
by the famous Gebirgsjager mountain troops, are up against 40,000 allied soldiers – who will
fight to the bitter end to protect Crete. Operating behind enemy lines, Paul Brand and Max
Grun will face challenges that not only tests their fortitude but strains the close bond between
them...
Devils with Wings: Silk Drop is a thrilling sequel to Devils With Wings and is based on a factual
episode.

1st April 2012
9781780881058
£6.99
Paperback

Praise for Devils with Wings: “You don’t need a
fascination with military history to enjoy this
read” The Bournemouth Echo
By the same author: Devils with Wings (9781848767072, £6.99)

20
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Science Fiction

THE SONGS OF
PHERA MAIN
Simon Yates

The Songs of Phera Main is a fast paced and topical fantasy novel. It
touches upon the consequences of our mismanagement of the
environment and the abuse of power by those who govern us.
When a young woman goes missing from an isolated village in the
north of the country, Helannon, a member of the ruling
Brotherhood and his assistant are dispatched to investigate. Very
soon their suspicions fall on Dvalon, a simpleton with a dubious
past, and the case seems all but resolved. But when Dvalon and the
assistant mysteriously vanish overnight, Helannon increasingly finds
himself out of control and out of his depth...

Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880471
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

FOREVER A-MEN
e

+ book

John Trevillian

The A-Men trilogy breaks new ground in mixing noir-style sci-fi with
mythic fantasy elements, with five first-person viewpoints on the
action. Forever A-Men is the trilogy’s concluding book and a science
fiction tour de force. Switching Dead City for the crystal arks of the
thirteen corporate colonies, Jack comes face to face with the full
extremity of D’Alessandro’s master plan. Awakening as godking in
the fantasy realms of Forevermore, effectively trapped within the
pages of his own faerie tale book, he realises his only chance at
redemption is to reform the A-Men for one last amazing adventure.
What they’re saying about The A-Men
“A dazzling, all-action mix of brio and brutality... Brilliant!”
“Apocalyptic dark future crashes headlong into fantasy epic.
This is science fiction as it should be. Truly unique...”
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Published: 1st March 2012
ISBN: 9781780880907
Price: £18.99
Binding: Hardback
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Fiction

TO THE GREAT SEA
A STORY FOR CHRISTMAS
Doug Thompson

e

+ book

A literary interpretation of the Christmas story, To The Great Sea
imaginatively extends, probes, conjectures about and questions the
original version to provide a much fuller and more humanly
plausible version.

Published: 1st December 2011
ISBN: 9781848767706
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

What is this man afraid of? What is he fleeing from? Where is he
going? Who, indeed, is he? Having crossed the great river, he has
vague notions of heading westwards towards the Great Sea – until
chance intervenes. On a whim, he changes direction to follow a
moving star that can stop men dead in their tracks. Crossing the
vast, empty desert, he encounters another much larger group of
travellers, led by a ‘seeker after truth’; the fabled magus Melichior
of Ninevah.

THE PINK HOUSE
AT APPLETON
Jonathan Braham
The Pink House at Appleton is set in late 1950s Jamaica, during the
period when the country was on the verge of independence. The
novel covers a year in the life of a black middle-class Jamaican
family at the Appleton Sugar Estate, and the story plays out against
a background of subtle race and class prejudice and adultery. Set
against a changing political scene, Jamaica’s luxuriant pastoral beauty,
and portrays a time when Jamaica was a much more innocent place.
It is a book about adult relationships, but is also a coming-of-age
tale.
Published: 1st November 2011
ISBN: 9781848767454
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

“Braham’s descriptive powers are exquisite....conveys
passion, emotion and sexual arousal superbly.”
Lawrence Archer, author of Ricin! The Inside Story of the Terror Plot
that Never Was
22
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Children’s Fiction

TIME
BREAKING
BARBARA SPENCER

Fifteen-year-old Molly is gauche and awkwardly tall, a great disappointment to her parents who
only have time for their careers. Constantly at loggerheads because Molly is determined to
become a swimmer, the family go to stay in a 17th century manor house now used as a
religious retreat. Inadvertently, Molly triggers a time-chute and reappears in 1648, at the end
of the Civil War, to find she has taken the place of Molly Hampton, the eldest daughter in a
Puritan family.
After suffering a beating, an entire morning spent in chapel, a smelly privy, a muddy farmyard,
and cold water to wash in, Molly labels the seventeenth century “barbaric” and is hell-bent on
escaping back to her own life. But the manor house belongs to Sir Richard Blaisdale, a Royalist
family, and is barred to her. Forced to continue with the charade, Molly meets Richard,
supposedly her best friend, only to find herself falling in love with him. Gradually, Molly begins
to change her mind believing that she can stay and take Molly Hampton's place, little realising
that danger and disaster lie in wait for her...
Time Breaking, the latest riveting offer from author Barbara Spencer, is written for young adults
aged 12–16.
“What a stunning story! I really enjoyed it and couldn't put it down. A great
historical story, so well researched.”
Veronica Way, Librarian, St. Dunstans
Published: 1st November 2011
ISBN: 9781848767331
By the same author: Running (9781848763241, £7.99); The Bird Children
Price: £7.99
(9781848766914, £7.99)
Binding: Paperback
23
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Children’s Fiction

THE WIZARD OF
CRESCENT MOON
MOUNTAIN
Oldman Brook
Elven boys Finn and Beezle enter a time portal just before their race is
wiped out by an otherworldly warrior and his goblin army. Travelling
3,000 years into the future and arriving in snow-filled lands, the boys
are saved by two shape-shifters sent by Greybeard, the wizard of
Crescent Moon Mountain. Out of their time and depth, Finn and
Beezle are enlisted to join Greybeard and his friends on a quest to
save the world of Everlast from the very same otherworldly warrior.
Published: 1st January 2012
ISBN: 9781848767614 (PB)
9781848767621 (HB)
Price: £8.99 (PB) £14.99 (HB)

Seeing that Beezle has a talent for magic after an incident with his
magical bear-headed staff, Greybeard begins to teach the little elf a
few tricks. But a problem arises when Finn comes into possession of
a magical weapon capable of defeating the warrior...

THE HIPPO-CHRONOS
AKA THE ANTIKYTHERA KEY
Matt Ritson

Published: 1st November 2011
ISBN: 9781848767317
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

In the picturesque seaside village of Tynemouth, on the north-east
coast of England, Roman Wall country, 14 year old schoolboy Alex
struggles to come to terms with the first anniversary of the
disappearance of his archaeologist dad. When Alex, his enigmatic
dog Boris and his best mate Conna meet up with the new girls in
school, Maddie and Bex, they witness a bizarre explosion at his
reclusive neighbour Tom’s house. They are first on the scene and
discover him lying hurt beside a strange mechanical sculpture, The
Hippo-Chronos. Urgently, the dazed old Greek confronts Alex with
a fantastic story which shocks the normally level-headed boy to the
core: his father is not only alive and well, but trapped in Alexandria
– in 48 BC!
24
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Children’s Fiction

GURGLEWOBBLERS
THE QUEST FOR THE
JEWELLED EGG

CHUCK DICKENS
e

+ book
This mythical story takes place near the bottom of the world in the southern Tropic of
Lantartica on the Island of Loon. To the north of the island, high in the Aolian Mountains, lives
a cruel kleptomaniac vulture called Ajani. He has named the ridge after himself as a symbol of
his own self-importance. Ajani presides over five thieving magpie servants, Cedric, Boyce, Chad
and Buzz, plus the rookie magpie Jalen, who is the trainee jewel thief of the group.
Cedric is ordered by Ajani to hatch a plan to steal a jewelled egg from the Gurglewobblers in
the south. Seth the Elder, Hugo and Guy the identical twins, Leo, Livia and Talia make up the
group of six little Gurglewobblers who reside in tree houses deep in the Forest of Bark, on the
southern peninsula of the island. Seth wakes up one morning to find their jewelled egg crafted
by Cabbergé eons ago has been stolen. After an extensive search of the Forest of Bark, they
find evidence of the crime and set sail for the Valley of the Gems to seek assistance in their
quest from the Orchids and Flower People. They unite, showing great camaraderie in the face
of adversity in overcoming foul play. Chock-a-block with shenanigans throughout – but just
when one thinks it’s all over, the fiasco reignites. Will the Gurglewobblers win the day?

“It is astonishingly beautiful”
David Heyman, Producer of the
Harry Potter films
Published: 1st January 2012
ISBN: 9781780880235
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
25
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Children’s Fiction

TOBY MEETS THE
QUEEN
Edwin Vaux
This is the first in the Toby the Taxi series, which follows the
adventures of a London taxi and his owner, Mr. Phillips. Toby
encounters many unusual situations, as London taxi drivers often
do, but despite difficult circumstances, everything turns out well in
the end. The series is educational and informative for children,
introducing the geography and history of one of the world’s great
capitals.
Published: 1 November 2011
ISBN: 9781848767270
Price: £5.50
Binding: Hardback

In Toby Meets the Queen, we see Toby take a visit to Buckingham
Palace with guests to a garden party. He desperately looks for a
glimpse of the Queen – to no avail. However, his disappointment is
forgotten when a curious encounter occurs later that day...

JAMES CLYDE AND
THE DIAMONDS OF
ORCHESTRA
Colm McElwain
As an infant, James Clyde was deposited at a children’s home by his
wounded, blood-soaked grandfather. As a result, he grows up
under a cloud of mystery. Eleven years later when he hears about
his strange past, he vows to uncover the truth. But before he can,
his grandfather hands him a magical and mysterious diamond of
Orchestra. With the aid of his friends, James must protect the
diamond from evil forces.
Published: 1st February 2012
ISBN: 9781780880693
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

So begins a journey that will transport them to an alternative world
where they must confront the mysterious man in black for a final,
winner-takes-all battle…
26
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KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio online

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video online

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

e

+ book

Title is also available as an ebook

This is just a selection of our titles.
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS
Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering
Sales Representation: Star Book Sales
Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop:

www.troubador.co.uk/shop
via phone (0116) 279 2299
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk
or ordered through your local bookshop

Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park,
Wistow Road, Kibworth
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277
books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk
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